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ON A CONJECTURE OF M. P. MURTHY

M. BORATYNSKI

In [M] Murthy asked if every subvariety V of kn (£-any field) with

a trivial conormal bundle is a (scheme theoretic) complete intersection.

In [B] we were able to prove that all such subvarieties of kn are at

least set theoretic complete intersections. Mohan Kumar has shown in

[MK] that if one assumes moreover that n > 2 dim V + 2 then V is a

complete intersection. The aim of this paper is to prove the following

result which extends the Mohan Kumar Theorem in the nonsingular (and

connected) case and moreover sheds some light on his bound for n.

THEOREM. Suppose R is a noetherian ring with the property that all

the {finitely generated) projective R-modules are free. Let P be a prime ideal

of A = R[X] with PjP2 free over AjP of rank t and with proj d i m P < co.

Then P is a complete intersection ideal if the following three conditions

are satisfied:

1° P contains monic polynomials

2° R/P Π R is normal

3° All the stably free projectives of rank t — 1 over A\P are free.

Remark. The conditions 1° and 2° can be phrased in the following

way: The projection Spec A ~> Spec R is finite on Spec AjP and maps

Spec A\P onto a normal (closed) subscheme of Spec R.

COROLLARY 1. Let V be an irreducible subvariety of kn with a trivial

conormal bundle. If there exists a finite nonsingular projection of V into

kn~1 and all the stably free bundles of rank codim V — 1 over V are trivial

then V is a complete intersection.

COROLLARY 2 {Mohan Kumar). Let V be a nonsingular {connected)

subvariety of kn where K is infinite with a trivial conormal bundle. If

n>2dim V + 2 then V is a complete intersection.
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Proof. It is a folklore that in case n > 2 dim V + 2 there exists a
finite projection V—>kn~ι which imbeds V isomorphically into k71'1. So
after a change of coordinates we can assume that A — k[Xl9 X2, , Xn]
= R[T] where R is a polynomial ring over k of n — 1 indeterminates and
P = J(V) satisfies the conditions 1° and 2°. We have codim V — 1
> dim V + 1. By Bass Unimodular Theorem all the stably free bundles
of rank codim V — 1 over V are trivial. Hence the condition 3° of our
Theorem is also satisfied.

COROLLARY 3. Let V be an irreducible subvariety of kn where k is
algebraically closed with a trivial conormal bundle. Suppose that there
exists a finite normal projection of V into kn~\ If n > 2 dim V + 1 then
V is a complete intersection.

Proof. It suffices to observe that all the stably free bundles of rank
codim V — 1 over V sere trivial by [S],

The proof of our Theorem will be preceded by three propositions.

PROPOSITION 1. Let A = R[X] where R is a normal domain and P a
prime ideal of A containing monic polynomials. If P ΓΊ R = (0) then P is
generated by a monic polynomial.

Proof. Let K be the quotient field of R. Then PK[X] is generated
by a monic polynomial f(X) in K[X]. Since P contains a monic poly-
nomial (with coefficients in R), the roots of / are integral over R. There-
fore the coefficients of / are in R. Let g(X) e P. Since / divides g in
K[X] and since / is monic, the division algorithm shows that / divides g
in R[X].

PROPOSITION 2. Let p be an ideal contained in the Jacobson radical
of the ring R and let f be any monic polynomial of R[X]. Then
p[X] + (/)/(/) is contained in the Jacobson radical of R[X]/(f).

Proof. The maximal ideals of R[X\j{f) correspond to the maximal
ideals of R[X] which contain /. But any such ideal contracts in R to a
maximal ideal. So it must contain p[X] since p is contained in the
Jacobson radical of R. So p[X] + (/)/(/) is contained in the Jacobson
radical of R[X]/(f), which was to be proved.

PROPOSITION 3. Let I be an ideal of a ring A. Let f19 f2, , ft, s, s'
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be elements of A satisfying the following conditions:

1° fuL-',ft,s'eI

2° 8ld(fuf29 •-.,/,)

3° (s, s') = A.

Then I is a homomorphίc image of a projectίve A-module of rank t if the

unίmodular row [fu f2, , ft] over Ass, defines a free module.

Proof. See [B].

Proof of the Theorem. It follows from Proposition 1 that P = (p[X]9f)

where / is monic in R[X] and p = P Π i?. Let M be any maximal ideal

of A containing P. Suppose fe MP. Then by Nakayama Lemma we have

p[X]M = PM which is absurd since htp[X] = htp < htP(P is a nonextended

prime ideal). Thus the image of / in P\P2 is a unimodular element. By

our assumption PjP2 + (/) is free over AjP. So υ{PjP2 + (/)) = * - 1

where for any module Mv(M) denotes its minimal number of generators.

We are now going to apply the techniques which were used inde-

pendently in [MK] and [Bl]. Put S = 1 + p. Then ps is contained in

the Jacobson radical of Rs. Put Ps = Psj{f) c Rs[X]l(f). Then v(PsIP2

s)

= v(Ps/P2

s + (/)) = * - 1 since P 5 / P | + (/) is a localization of P/P2 + (/)

which is a free module over A/P. By Proposition 2 and Nakayama Lem-

ma v(Ps) = t — 1 since P^ = (ps[X]9f) We can assume that t — 1 elements

which generate P 5 are in P = P/(/). It follows that Ps — (f,f2, ,/«) where

/> Λ? - - -yftG P- So there exists s e S such that sP c (/, /2, , /i). In par-

ticular s(s — 1) e (/, /2, , ft). So [/, /2, , ft] is a unimodular row over

RS(s-i)[X] which defines by [Q] the free module since / is monic. It fol-

lows from Proposition 3 (s — 1 plays the role of sθ that P is a homo-

morphic image of a projective A-module M (say) of rank t.

The proof of Proposition 2 in [B] shows that M is free over RS[X]

and i?s_j[X]. So by [Q] M is extended. From our assumption we get

that M is free. Thus v(P) < t which implies v(P) = t since rk P/P2 = t.

Moreover grade P = t since it is locally so. It follows from [K, Theorem 125]

that P is generated by a regular sequence which was to be proved.

Remarks. 1° Actually what we have done above proves the follow-

ing

THEOREM. Suppose R is a noetherian ring with all the projectives free.

Let I be an ideal of A — R[X] with I/I2 free over A/I of rank t. Then I
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is a complete intersection if the ideal 1/(1 Π R)[X] of (R/IΠ R)[X] is generated

by a monic polynomial and all the stably free projectives of rank t — 1

over A/I are free.

It follows that the connectedness assumption in Corollary 2 is ines-
sential since the Proposition 1 holds in case R is a direct sum of normal
domains.

2° It follows from Proposition 1 that P = (p[X],f) where / is monic.
In view of [B, Lemma 8] the Theorem would be proved if we could show
that v(p[X]lp[X]2) <t—l. If the regularity assumption on R is added to
the assumptions of our Theorem then p[X]/p[XY is projective of rank
t - 1 over (R/p)[X]. It is easy to check that p[X]lp[XY®(R/p)m A\P ~ P/p2+(f)
which is free over A/P. So it seems that the only managable informa-
tion about p[X]jp[XY we have is that p[X\lp[XY is an extended projective
module over (R/p)[X] whose reduction modulo a monic polynomial is
free. Unfortunately one can not conclude from this the freeness of
p[X]/p[XY as the following example shows.

Put R = R[X, Y, Z]/(X2 +Y2 + Z2- 1). Then

R[T]/(T2 + 1) = C[X, Y, Z]/(X2 + Y2 + Z2 - 1) .

Let M denote the projective .R-module which corresponds to the tangent
bundle to S2. Then M[T]®Rm R[T]/(T2 + 1) is free since all the projec-
tives over C[X, Y, Z]j(X2 + Y2 + Z2 - 1) are free by [Ml].

So it seems that the idea which would considerably shorten our
proof does not work in general.

But there is one instance where it works. It is so in case the projec-
tion Spec A -> Spec R induces an isomorphism of Spec A\P with Spec Rjp.

Thus the above argument gives the elementary proof of Corollary 2.
The author would like to thank the referee for his proof of Proposi-

tion 1 which is stronger than in the original version of this paper.
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